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The Chairperson (Mr McGrath): Mark, you may reintroduce your colleague and introduce those who 
were not at the previous session. 
 
Dr Mark Browne (The Executive Office): I have already introduced Gareth. We also have Roberta 
Dalton, who has been involved in the historical institutional abuse (HIA) work almost from the start, I 
think, and Alison Armstrong, who joined the team relatively recently. 
 
The Chairperson (Mr McGrath): I know that there has been some crossover with our previous 
conversations, but you can begin with a short presentation, and then we will move into questions. 
 
Dr Browne: I have a few words, Chair. We welcome the opportunity to be here and to talk in some 
detail and to brief the Committee on HIA. Where we are today has been a long time in the making, 
particularly for victims and survivors who are tired and want to see an end to their campaign and 
lobbying. We have reached a key stage in that applications are planned to open at the end of March 
and compensation payments can start to roll out as soon as the cases are decided by the redress 
board. The president-elect of the redress board, Justice Colton, emphasised that point in his recent TV 
interview. The interim advocate, Brendan McAllister, has been working with the victims and survivors' 
groups and individuals on what they want to see in the application form process to make sure that it is 
accessible, transparent and clear. He is developing his proposals on the needs of victims and 
survivors for support services. I know that he will brief you later on his work and work plans. 
 
As a senior responsible owner for the HIA implementation project, I am ultimately accountable to 
Ministers and the Northern Ireland Executive. In that role, I am supported by a project board in 
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directing and controlling the work streams to ensure their effective delivery in line with ministerial and 
Executive decisions. Our focus since 5 November, when the legislation was passed, has been on 
establishing the two arm's-length bodies that are provided for in the Act — the Commissioner for 
Survivors of Institutional Childhood Abuse (COSICA) and the redress board — and for putting in place 
the necessary arrangements to deliver a compensation scheme for victims and survivors. 
 
This is a significant and cross-cutting project. The membership of the project board comprises senior 
officials from the Executive Office, the Executive information service, the Department of Finance, the 
Northern Ireland Courts and Tribunals Service, the Department of Justice, the Department of Health, 
Enterprise Shared Services, which looks after all the IT, the Public Record Office, those who have 
been appointed to the shadow redress board and the Departmental Solicitor's Office. So there are a 
lot of interested parties, stakeholders and experts that need to be engaged in taking the project 
forward. 
 
Implementing historical institutional abuse legislation could amount to — we have talked about this 
already — costs of between £25 million and £60 million, we estimate, in 2020-21. As we mentioned, it 
is not possible for the costs to be absorbed within TEO's existing budget, and they will have to be met 
centrally, from the block grant. 
 
In progress to date, we have collectively been able to appoint an interim advocate; to set up the 
shadow redress board and accommodate it in Headline Building; and to appoint key staff to work to 
the president-elect of the redress board, including an interim secretary, a solicitor to the board, other 
key staff and a research team. We have had additional County Court judges identified by the Lord 
Chief Justice. We have appointed two interim non-judicial panel members and are in the process of 
recruiting additional non-judicial panel members to allow us to get a number of panels up and running 
as soon as possible. We have developed a communications and advertising strategy, which is led by 
our Executive information service. We have made considerable progress on the underlying stuff that 
no one gets too excited about, except when it does not work, which is the IT systems that have to 
underpin the application process for the redress board. We have engaged with the Commissioner for 
Public Appointments on the public appointments process and to secure the services of an 
independent assessor to help us with some of the public appointments, in particular for the permanent 
commissioner, the competition for which we will be commencing fairly shortly. We have also secured 
accommodation for the interim advocate in Park House in the centre of Belfast, and we hope to 
identify permanent accommodation for COSICA. 
 
Those elements are the key foundations for ensuring that the redress board and COSICA will be able 
to operate effectively and to deal with the demands that will be placed upon them. It all takes time, 
and, in particular, the work on the IT systems must be tested and validated to ensure that they are 
robust and secure, because those systems will be dealing with highly sensitive personal information, 
and it is really important that we get the security around that right, as well as making sure that the 
system, in itself, is capable of dealing with the demands put on it. 
 
As I said at the start, where we are now has been a long time in the making. It is a significant juncture 
in terms of implementation, but, more importantly, it is a significant milestone for victims and survivors. 
We continue to work at pace in this important and complex policy area. As we do so, we continue to 
engage with victims and survivors and with the interim advocate on the various implementation 
strands to ensure that we deliver what is expected by victims and survivors. That concludes the 
presentation, and the team is happy to take questions. 

 
The Chairperson (Mr McGrath): Thank you very much. I will make a few comments and ask a few 
questions, before opening the questioning to members. In your remarks, you mentioned time on a 
number of occasions, and something that is striking in that is that it has taken too much time to get to 
where we are. There are many different elements that have contributed to that delay, not least the fact 
that we were not here for three years. That has not helped matters. I welcome you saying that you are 
working at pace to be able to conclude this and get processes begun as quickly as possible. That is 
the least that we can all do collectively, within civil and public service, to get matters moving. 
 
I know that commitments have been made in the 'New Decade, New Approach' document and 
elsewhere. The appointment of the commissioner will be a key part of the process. There was an 
expectation that that competition would have begun and that the public appointment process would 
have taken place during January. We are now into February, and it still has not started. Every hour 
that the process goes on is excruciating for people, and yet we are already breaching the timelines 
that we set ourselves. Will you be able to make up the time delay in starting the public process, so that 
we can get the commissioner in place as quickly as possible? 
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Dr Browne: Thanks, Chair. There has been a considerable period since the inquiry was first 
launched. The Executive set up the inquiry, and it was important that it took the time to receive 
testimony from victims and survivors and to provide the detailed research and basis on which we can 
take things forward. That will provide and has provided firm foundations. The Hart report and its 
recommendations set a very clear pathway. While it took time to do that and to process all the 
testimony from victims, it was important for them, in allowing them the opportunity to talk about what 
had happened to them and to ensure that we had a proper record — it was put on the public record — 
of the terrible things that were suffered. That was time well invested. 
 
Following the publication of the report, the Executive fell. When we realised that it could be some time 
before the Executive were back, the team took the time to draft the legislation, and we said that we 
would take it through whichever legislative route was available when it was completed. We took it 
through and carried out the consultation, and, at that point, the only route was through Westminster. I 
do not think that "rapid" quite describes the process through Westminster; it went through in a matter 
of days, because all the parties rallied round and there was such support to take the Bill through 
before the parliamentary session ended. While there has been a long, extended period, a lot of very 
rapid work has been done. 
 
Since then — even prior to that — we have worked on the arrangements for implementation. We have 
set ourselves what is a pretty demanding time frame to get all the arrangements in place and to have 
the engagement with the groups that we said we would have. The groups want that engagement, and 
it is important, for example, around the application form. How do you design the application form? How 
do you make sure that groups are aware and that individual victims will be able to plot their way 
through all that? All that engagement has been extremely important. Getting IT and other systems in 
place has also been important. As I said, that is not the stuff that people worry about, but we have to 
make sure that it is secure and will be capable of doing the job. 
 
It will open in March, and that is tight. The Lord Chief Justice has appointed the president, who, in 
turn, has appointed additional County Court judges. We have the non-judicial members in place, 
sufficient at the moment for one panel, and we hope to have others appointed to allow us to have up 
to three panels in place, depending on what the president wants to do. They will receive applications 
at the end of March, start to consider them in April and, hopefully, to make payments shortly after that. 
 
There has also been very considerable work done with the Public Record Office, where the record of 
the inquiry was deposited. Getting access to that, getting it catalogued and into a format whereby, 
when the applications come in, we can use that data and information alongside the application to 
make decisions quickly has been an important part of the preparatory work. That was in addition to the 
work that we talked about earlier in dealing with the institutions and making sure that they were placed 
to make records available. A lot of work has had to go into ensuring that, when the applications are 
made, the information will all be there to enable the redress board to make decisions. 
 
We have the interim advocate in place, doing a fine job in ensuring that the needs of victims and 
survivors are met. Services and support are being provided, and we will hopefully move to get the 
appointment process for COSICA opened. Some preparatory work has been done, but we hope to 
open that appointment process in the very near future. The time frames are difficult, but we are 
working very hard to stay with them. 

 
The Chairperson (Mr McGrath): When do you hope that that appointment will be made? 
 
Dr Browne: Again, that depends on the applicants who come forward and whether they have any 
notice to serve or arrangements to put in place. From start to finish, those sorts of processes normally 
take about six months. 
 
The Chairperson (Mr McGrath): OK, and it is opening shortly. 
 
Dr Browne: It should be opening shortly, yes. 
 
The Chairperson (Mr McGrath): At different points, you mentioned the redress board, and a series of 
procedural rules will obviously be required for that. At what point might we get to see those procedures 
and to give our input as a Committee? 
 
Dr Browne: Gareth, do you want to pick up on the procedural rules? 
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Mr Gareth Johnston (The Executive Office): Yes. You can only put into the rules what is already 
dealt with in the overriding legislation. They are very much about the procedures that the board will 
operate. Some of the areas that will be covered are how an application is formulated; the kind of 
supporting material that you would look for people to submit with applications; how the notice of an 
application is given to the institution so that it can provide corroborating evidence; how the applications 
are to be determined; how any appeals will be dealt with; and the legal advice and assistance that will 
be available to victims and survivors in making applications. We have a fairly advanced draft of those 
rules, and we certainly expect to share them with the Committee in the coming weeks. 
 
The Chairperson (Mr McGrath): Thank you very much indeed. We will open it up now to members' 
questions. 
 
Mr McCann: Thanks for the information. I have no doubt that the Department has done a tremendous 
amount of work to bring us to this point. I know that Christopher has raised, on a number of occasions, 
the urgency of getting out the first payments, because that sends out all the right messages, but I do 
understand that it takes a bit of time. How many people are dealing with the applications when they 
come in to ensure that there is a quick turnaround? Is there a set time frame for applications, to 
ensure that they will not drag on? That usually happens when you deal with an application process. 
 
Dr Browne: We have not set clear or fixed times for dealing with applications. It will depend on the 
complexity of the case and the amount of information that is available, because, in some of the cases, 
there might be quite significant information available. In others, there may not be, and a number of 
judgements may have to be made around that. There are a number of provisions in the legislation and 
in the process to try to support quick, early payments. There is a provision in section 14 that identifies 
that, where it is clear that a case meets the threshold for a minimum payment of £10,000, but there is 
still complexity in the case that may need to be worked through, that initial payment can be made, 
pending consideration of a further payment after that. That is there to allow for more complex cases, 
but, where it is fairly clear that the threshold has been met, those payments can be made. 
 
There is also a provision explicitly set out for priority be given to those who are elderly and those who 
are infirm, in order to make sure that they are fast-tracked through. I know that Justice Colton has 
looked at this and has talked to the groups about it. It is a priority for him to ensure, as far as possible, 
that payments can be made as soon as possible. Again, that comes back to the points that I made 
earlier: where information is available in the Public Records Office, and it is there with the application 
and can be brought together immediately, it is easier to make a decision, and there should be quicker 
decisions. We anticipate that there will be a number of decisions where information will be fairly clear-
cut and awards can be made fairly quickly. 
 
There will be others where it is less clear and where it will take time for the panels to actually work 
through the information and decide what sort of information they need to make an award at a certain 
level. That is what each panel needs to do: work through how it determines the level the payment 
should be at and the kind of information that it is looking for. Again, as time goes on, the panels will 
develop that knowledge and experience. They will also be able to look at some of the evidence they 
have had in some of the initial cases to help them with subsequent cases, because the case will 
already have been demonstrated, for example, that, in some of the homes, in certain periods, there 
was what is termed "the harsh environment". A harsh environment equates to abuse. When that has 
been demonstrated by a range of other cases and someone comes in and can demonstrate that they 
were in the home during that time, that should allow for fairly speedy resolution. I do not want to 
intrude too far, because all that is the area in which the president, Justice Colton, has to have primacy. 

 
Mr McCann: To follow on from that, again, it is to do with the process and administration of the 
applications when they come in, where will that rest and how many people will be allocated to deal 
with the application process and administering them right through to completion? 
 
Dr Browne: That will rest with the redress board and its administrative support, which is being 
provided by the Northern Ireland Courts and Tribunals Service. It does that through an agreement with 
us. We have identified it as a partner and have a service level agreement with it. Can you say 
something about the numbers, Gareth? 
 
Mr Johnston: At the moment, we are working on the basis of an initial complement of about 24 board 
staff. Obviously, that will need to flex either way, depending on the number of applications that come 
in. 
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Mr McCann: I take it that, initially, there will be a huge response. Will 24 staff be enough to be able to 
do it, especially given the complexity of the whole process? 
 
Dr Browne: The key thing is that we need to have a regular flow of cases for the panels to consider. 
At the minute, Justice Colton is envisaging about three panels, so we are looking at how many cases 
they can reasonably consider in a day, and can we ensure that the flow is there for those panels. We 
believe that the complement we have at the minute will support that, but we will have to work it 
through. We can flex the numbers, as Gareth said, in line with that. 
 
Mr McCann: Just one last point about the panels. How often do they sit? Is it on a daily basis, one day 
a week or three days a week? 
 
Dr Browne: The intention is that they will sit on a daily basis. 
 
Mr Johnston: Yes, on a daily basis. Certainly at least four days a week. 
 
Mr Clarke: I agree with my colleagues; I do not know how you can emphasise how important it is to 
get the money quickly. That is a given. We are all in agreement on that one. Just looking back at the 
cost of the redress board, is the £850,000 for the first year or is that for the term of the board? 
 
Dr Browne: That is just some of the initial costs we have incurred with some of the set-up this year. It 
is really just for scoping work for IT and supporting some of the funding for the people who are 
designing the arrangements and so forth. That is only funding this year for that preparatory element. It 
does not include, obviously, any redress payment, because none has been made yet. 
 
Mr Clarke: No, no. I appreciate that. I am just talking about the administration of the scheme and so 
on. If I read it correctly, you are intending it to run for five years, so you will have some costings for the 
additional years, beyond the first year of £850,000, for payments to the redress board, over and above 
what the survivors get. 
 
Mr Johnston: We are still putting together the business case that deals specifically with the cost of 
running the board, because there are a number of factors, including the breakdown of the staff, the 
costs of the panel members and the costs of the accommodation that we are looking to clarify. 
 
Mr Clarke: So you are saying that you are appointing the panel, but you actually do not know their 
costs? 
 
Mr Johnston: We know that there have been some issues around working out how exactly we will 
pay the costs of the judicial members. Are we going to simply cover their salaries? Are we going to 
cover the backfill when they come in? We have been sorting out some issues like that over the last 
few weeks and we will be plugging them into the business case. 
 
Mr Clarke: Surely, in going forward with a budget for a number of years and setting up the board, 
those things should have been done first? 
 
Dr Browne: We do know the costs. We have estimates; I just do not have them to hand. They are in 
the business case. We have worked through what we reckon the costs to be. What Gareth is saying is 
that there are a few little issues still in discussion, but we have obviously worked through what we 
think the admin costs will be, what the redress costs will be, and that was all included in the overall 
figure that we talked about earlier. 
 
Mr Clarke: It will be useful if we can be provided with those. 
 
Dr Browne: We can provide you with that. I just do not have it to hand here. 
 
Mr Clarke: Forgive me, maybe I have not been following this as closely as my colleagues, but is there 
a specific reason why the judiciary have to be on the redress board itself? 
 
Mr Johnston: That was in the legislation, but it was a recommendation from the Hart inquiry. 
 
Mr Clarke: It was a recommendation, rather than —? 
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Mr Johnston: It was a recommendation from the Hart inquiry. When we went out to consultation on 
plans for a redress scheme, the point was made that victims and survivors were concerned that this 
would not be purely a judicial-driven process. 
 
Mr Clarke: So you make the president of the organisation someone from the judiciary? 
 
Mr Johnston: There was discussion with the political parties about this on foot of the consultation. 
What happened was we did the consultation, and we reported on the issues of the consultation to the 
Secretary of State. The Secretary of State then asked us to engage with the political parties on the 
issues that had come up. The consensus that came out of that engagement was that it should be a 
judge-led board, in terms of the president and having a judge on each of the panels, but that 
multidisciplinary members with a different range of backgrounds should play a fundamental role in 
both the development of the policies for the board and the assessment of individual cases. When each 
individual case is being considered, which will normally be done on the papers, the panel will be one 
judge and two multidisciplinary members with a health or social care background. 
 
Mr Clarke: If you got that from the political parties, I am sure that you have something that you could 
furnish us with so that we can see where you drew the conclusion that the president should be a 
judge. I would not want to fall on the wrong side of any judge, but one of the things that jumped out of 
the paper at me was that the first thing that the Lord Chief Justice did was appoint one of his 
honourable members as the president-elect. Why do we need a judge in relation to this, given that the 
people who, quite rightly, will get payments at the end of it will have to provide a body of evidence? I 
am not sure that a judge is required to decide whether that person is deserving or otherwise. 
 
Dr Browne: In the first instance, it was a recommendation from Hart. 
 
Mr Clarke: A recommendation. 
 
Dr Browne: Hart chaired the inquiry that was set up by Executive Ministers to make recommendations 
to them. Ministers were not there when the recommendations arrived. Therefore, we discussed them 
with the political parties, and they endorsed that approach. Stepping back even from that, the broader 
issue is that, given the sort of process that we are going through, where a range of evidence is 
presented, it has to be weighed and sifted, and some sort of a judgement has to be reached, which is 
classic [Interruption.]  
 
Mr Clarke: So you are saying that a lay person could not do that. 
 
Dr Browne: Then we tried to make sure that it took account of other issues, such as the psychological 
impact and people who are aware of and sympathetic to the sorts of issues that abuse has on people's 
everyday lives, which is why the panel was then broadened out to include multidisciplinary members. 
We feel that we have the right balance across that, and that reflects what we got back from the 
consultation. 
 
Mr Clarke: Just to round that off, can I see the costings in relation to what each of the panel members 
will be in receipt of and the rest of the running costs for the next five years? 
 
Dr Browne: I am happy to give you that. 
 
Mr Clarke: I appreciate that someone has to do this; I am just curious about the high level of people 
who have been appointed. 
 
The Chairperson (Mr McGrath): I have limited experience, but I remember attending a meeting 
where a lot of those issues were raised amongst the parties. Your raising of them is echoing what was 
mentioned at some round-table discussions about June of last year. 
 
Mr Stalford: Lots of my questions were answered earlier. You mentioned in the introduction how 
people will be assisted through the process. Anyone who is an elected politician knows that people 
find dealing with officialdom incredibly frustrating and difficult. How do you envisage assisting people 
through the process, particularly if there are people who have had no previous experience of going 
through any sort of process involving government? How do you envisage that sort of service being 
provided? 
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Dr Browne: Gareth will give you the detail of it, but we have been very mindful of the fact that we want 
to make sure that the process is accessible and relatively straightforward to pursue, that people will 
get the support that they need, and that it does not end up re-traumatising those who come forward. 
Those are the key things that we looked at when designing the process and, indeed, which Hart 
looked at when making his recommendations. Do you want to go through the detail of it? 
 
Mr Johnston: Yes. In designing the process, one of the considerations that came out in Hart very 
much was that, as far as possible, the application should be dealt with on the papers; people should 
not have to appear in front of a panel or anything like that. We have sought to reassure victims and 
survivors on that point. For those who were at the inquiry, as Mark said, we have been working with 
the Public Records Office to make sure that those papers are very readily available and that an 
application, particularly for people who were at the inquiry, will be a very straightforward process. 
 
Three kinds of support will be available. First, for people who want general advice, information and 
assistance, the commissioner will play an important role and, until the commissioner is appointed, the 
interim advocate, who is already getting a lot of enquiries from victims and survivors. So that service 
will available from someone whose independent remit is to speak up for victims and survivors and to 
support them. 
 
Secondly, on individual claims, there is provision in the legislation, which will be carried through into 
the rules, for legal costs to be paid, within a limited scale, for solicitors to assist people to fill in the 
application. We envisage that someone who has suffered abuse will be able to go in to their solicitor 
and tell the solicitor what has happened. The solicitor will fill out the application — we are working to 
make that available through the IT systems that solicitors are familiar with — and translate the story 
that someone is telling them into an application that the board can consider. There will be liaison with 
solicitors in the run-up to the launch of the scheme around, for example, the key things that the board 
will expect in the statement as part of the application form. 
 
The third kind of support builds on support that has been available already, but we recognise that it 
very much needs to be built on. The reality is that people are going to be thinking about things that 
happened in the past, and that could reawaken memories of things that people would rather had been 
forgotten, so we are working with the interim advocate to see what services need to be put in place to 
support people. That is likely to include access to a case worker, who would then be able to see 
whether the person needs to be signposted to existing services or whether things like counselling and 
therapies would be useful for that individual. 

 
Mr Stalford: That is very good. Will the 24 staff that are envisaged be recruited, or will they be 
seconded from elsewhere in the Civil Service? 
 
Mr Johnston: It will be a mix. Some of the interim staff have already been seconded from elsewhere, 
and there are exercises in place to appoint the rest. 
 
Mr Stalford: So the posts have been advertised already? 
 
Mr Johnston: Certainly some of them have been advertised internally within the Civil Service. I am 
not sure that any have been advertised externally just yet; I would have to check that. There have 
been opportunities that have been circulated around all of the Civil Service to invite people to apply. 
 
Mr Stalford: The figure of 24 was given. When will the 24 all be in post? 
 
Mr Johnston: It will be done on a phased basis, and it may not be that, on the day that the 
applications launch, all of those 24 are needed, because some of them will be supporting panels and 
appeals and things a little bit down the line. It will be a phased process over the next few months. 
 
Mr Stalford: A few months — so will everyone be in post by July? 
 
Mr Johnston: I would have to check, because it is the redress board itself that is appointing. I would 
have to check what the intention is for everyone being in. I would have thought that it would be by 
around May, but I would want to check that. 
 
Dr Browne: To go to your point, Christopher, we are content that we will have sufficient staff in place 
to support the panels when the applications open, which is the key point. 
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Mr Stalford: That is grand. I have one final point, and I am sure that it is in here somewhere, but 
ultimately a judgement has to be made, and it is a quasi-judicial process. Do people have a right of 
appeal at the end of it if a judgement goes against them? I just want to be clear on that. 
 
Mr Johnston: Yes. They will be given the reasons for the decision, and then they have a right of 
appeal in the legislation. That appeal would be to a judge. That was decided on the basis that appeals 
were more likely to be on legal issues than on the wider issues that the panel would be looking at. 
 
Mr Lunn: I have to say that, after all the frustration down the years about this, the way you have gone 
about this is really impressive. You are making strides that would not have seemed possible a few 
months ago, so fair play to you, it is good to see. 
 
Dr Browne: Thank you. 
 
Mr Lunn: I could not disagree with a single thing that you have said today. It is step by step, but it is 
quick steps, and it looks like, by the next few months, we are going to see product, and that will be 
brilliant. 
 
I want to ask about the composition of the board and the panels, and Trevor's question about it being 
judicially led. Without asking you a political question, is it fair to say that the consensus across the 
parties when you asked them about that was fairly unanimous that that was the best way forward? 

 
Dr Browne: I do not recall this being a major issue in the discussions. The recommendation from Hart 
was that it should be judicially led. What became more the issue was that it should not be only a 
judge; that other disciplines should be brought in to ensure that a rounded view was taken of the sorts 
of difficulties that victims and survivors had suffered. It was in response to that, and at the suggestion 
of the parties, that we expanded it to include the multidisciplinary members, who would have a 
background in mainly social work and would have worked with people who have suffered in this area. 
So it was to round that out. I do not recall any specific thing saying that judges should not be involved. 
I should make the point that there is the president and then there are judges at a lower level who will 
be appointed to the panels, so it is not all High Court judges. 
 
Mr Lunn: Fair enough. Thank you. 
 
Mr Robinson: Will a relative of a confirmed deceased victim be eligible for a payment? 
 
Mr Johnston: There is provision for family members — spouses, partners or children of people who 
have died since 1953 — to make an application. That was very much discussed with the parties. The 
change from the Hart report has been that Hart envisaged that those family members would receive 
only 75% of what the victim or survivor would have received. It came through clearly in the 
consultation that consultees felt that that should be 100%. Indeed, the parties' consensus was that, 
and that is what went into the legislation. 
 
The Chairperson (Mr McGrath): You will be pleased to know that we have got to the end of the 
questioning and the end of the session. We appreciate and thank you for coming along. We are 
moving back into that area of getting information, there being the scrutiny, and the accountability that 
comes from it. Whilst these sessions are, at times, maybe not easy, they are important. The proper 
order for them is that if you give us the information, we will provide the scrutiny, and together we will at 
least be sending out to the public the accountability, which is what they want in these institutions: to 
know that we are here and doing our job correctly. 
 
Mr Stalford: Can I just make one very brief comment? 
 
The Chairperson (Mr McGrath): Yes. 
 
Mr Stalford: I echo what Trevor Lunn said: it is a shame that this has had to wait three years, but it is 
good that the bones of it are in place for us coming back and we are able to crack on and get it done. 
When people get it right, we should acknowledge that, and you have got it right, so thank you. 
 
Dr Browne: Thank you, that is much appreciated, and the team will appreciate that. 
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The Chairperson (Mr McGrath): We would like those documents that we requested earlier for 
Thursday, so that, if needed, we will be back next week. Thank you very much indeed. 


